Ultrasensitive Simultaneous Detection of Multiplex Disease-Related Nucleic Acids Using Double-Enhanced Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering Nanosensors.
Developing ultrasensitive probes holds great significance for simultaneous detection of multiplexed cancer-associated nucleic acids. Bimetallic nanoparticles containing silver may be exploited as nanoprobes for disease detection, which can produce stable and strong surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) signals. However, it remains extremely challenging that such SERS nanoprobes are directly synthesized. Herein gold-silver nanosnowmen, grown via a DNA-mediated approach and attached to thiol-containing Raman dyes, are successfully synthesized. Stable SERS-enhanced gold substrates are also prepared and used as the enriching containers, where the capture DNAs are tethered to sense the target genes jointly enhanced by the SERS nanoprobes in a sandwich hybridization assay. This means detection of the target gene can obtain a limit of detection close to 0.839 fM. Such double-enhanced SERS nanosensors are further employed to simultaneously detect the three types of prostate carcinoma-related genes with high sensitivity and specificity, which meanwhile exhibit robust capacity of resisting disturbance in practical samples. Simultaneous and multiplexed detection of cancer-related genes may provide further biomedical applications with new opportunity.